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AUD15 BND10 RMB100 HKD80 INR500 IDR80,000
KRW10,000 KWD3 MYR20 NZD20 PESOS300 QAR40
SAR40 SGD8 TWD300 BAHT250 AED40 VND100,000

August – October 2012

FLYING COLOURS JET DESIGN
BRABUS JET INTERIORS
HUMAN INTERCEPTORS
PEUGEOT CONCEPT JET
INVISION AIR INDIA

BRIONI COUTURE

FRANCK MULLER GIGA TOURBILLON
MOUSSAIEFF JEWELLERS
GEZA SCHOEN PERFUME
CUSTOM SUPERBIKES
COLOURED WATCHES

LOUNGE

SEDAN
The 2013 Jaguar XJ Ultimate limited-edition sedan is powered by a
supercharged 5.0-litre V8 engine that produces 510 hp. Its interior
features two individually tailored backseats with lumbar support,
massage functions and climate controls. A 20-speaker Meridian
surround-sound system, iPads and mounted screens complete the
experience. The back of each front-seat headrest carries an eightinch screen. Celebrations are in order with a chiller for the
bubbly and a pair of bespoke champagne flutes. The vehicle
was unveiled in China earlier this year and 30 more cars will
be made available in the United States. www.jaguar.com

GAME OF CHANCE
Swiss watchmaker Daniel Roth
brings back the automaton
watch with the Bulgari Daniel
Roth Il Giocatore Veneziano.
Inspired by Italian baroque
artist Caravaggio’s masterpiece,
The Cardsharps, the watch
features a lavish dial displaying
a 16th-century Venetian dice
player. When engaged, the
automaton figure throws the
dice and lifts the goblets in
its hand to reveal ever-changing
results. The timepiece also
contains a minute repeater.
Available in 18-carat white or
rose gold, each piece is uniquely
hand painted. www.bulgari.com

Sleek Seafarer

Three new superyachts ranging from 40 to 60 metres are
the latest additions to Swedish designer Gray Design’s
Strand Craft collection. Each yacht comes with luxurious
features such as a cinema, retractable pools and a hidden
sunbed area that appears at the push of a button. The use
of strong but lightweight materials, such as carbon, help
achieve better fuel economy. Engine packages from MTU
with KaMeWa Jets enable high-speed performances of
up to 48 knots. www.graydesign.se
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ti m e & g a i n
The Joux Valley Museum of Watchmaking has reopened
as a self-proclaimed “new generation” museum after
eight months of intensive renovation. Learn about
the creation of some of the world’s most celebrated
timepieces through 3D films and presentations by
students from the Joux Valley Technical College.
Spread over 500 square metres of floor space, the
museum lets visitors try their hand at assembling their
own mechanical movements. www.espacehorloger.ch

